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Ninjago characters kai



Presented VideoThe informative featured video at the top of the article is provided by the recommended video team of the host, not by the editors of this wiki. It may not accurately represent the article and conflict with the information about the wiki itself, so it should not be accepted at face value. The
information may become obsolete over time. Kai Kai (Lego Ninjago Movie) Trust. You know, the feeling you can make if you think about it. There was a time when I didn't think I could be a ninja. But you made me be better, now I'm pushing you. — Kai motivating Wu in His Weakest Relationship
FamilyNjaElimental Master's Marooned Ninja (formerly) FireGolden Cilla (briefly; earlier) The way of Ninja2258 Ambush Ray (father)Maya (mother)Nya (sister) Kai is the current Elementary Master and Ninja of Fire, brother of Nyaya, and Ray and Maya son. He and his younger sister worked as
blacksmiths in their father's store all their lives until they met Master Wu. With his leadership, Kai learned Spinjitzu and discovered his other teammates, Cole, Jay, Zane, with whom he embarked on many adventures; they fought the likes of the Serpentine and the Stone Army. After Zane's sacrifice to
destroy the Golden Master, the ninja parted ways before reuniting to save Zane on Chen Island. There, Kai became close to Skylor, one of the contestants in the tournament, while competing in the Elements Tournament. He eventually connected with the other Masters to beat Chen Anacondari's warriors.
After the war ended, Lloyd was possessed by Moro, who escaped from the Cursed World and freed a legion of ghosts. Kai and the ninja fought Moro and his forces before the damn sphere was destroyed. Ninja found fame after rescuing Shees, but whenUdakan returned with the celestial pirates, Kai was
the first of the ninjas caught in the sword of souls. Jay released him and canceled the last events with his last wish. On The Day of the Deceased, Kai and Nya fought the revived Chen, whom they defeated once more. When the Time Twins returned to Ninjago, Krux tried to convince Kai that Kai's parents
were traitors. Kai and Nya got together with their parents and stopped Krux and Acronix from changing the future. They were able to track them down in time and stopped them before Wu sent Kai and Nya back to the present, while Wu got lost at the time. Kai and Ninja later watch over Princess Harumi
after she lost her adoptive parents. They later discovered that she was secretly the head of the Sons of Garmadon and wanted to resurrect Lord Garmadon. Despite Ninja's best efforts, Harumi successfully resurrected Garmadon and shortly afterwards, Kai ended up abandoned in the realm of Oni and
Dragons with Cole, Jay, Zane and a de-star wu. Kai and Ninja help save the various dragons from dragon hunters and help now-teen Wu regain his confidence and memories. After Iron Baron was defeated by Firstbourne, Wu returned the dragon armor, in turn allowing him to return to Ninjago. return,
together with the Collected Ninja, he took on Colossus, and Lloyd defeated his father, restoring peace to Ninjago again. Afterwards, he and the other Ninjas attended the party and Kai and Skylor shared for a moment. When Oni finally invades, Ninja teams up with Lord Garmadon, and Kai and the rest of
Ninja fight to defend his home. Kai used his blacksmith skills to restore the Golden Weapons using the Golden Armor, and later defeated Oni using the Creation Tornado with the other ninjas, Wu and Garmadon. Months later, Kai and his friends fought aspheric and her Vipers after accidentally liberating
them from their tomb, and Aspheera took Kai's power, leading Kai to think he couldn't help. After Zane was driven out by the magic of Asphere, he and the other ninjas were sent to the Immaterial to save him, a land ruled by the Ice Emperor. While Lloyd went to find Zane, Kai and the other protected Ice
Fishermen of the Great Lake, who call Kai, the Fire Alarm Machine, after he regained his strength. After not preventing Boreal from freezing the village, Kai made up for his loss by restoring his powers in time to destroy the Ice Dragon, discovering that Zane was the Ice Emperor. With Zane able to return
to his senses and free Neverhams from his eternal winter, the team came together and used Traveler's Tea to return to Ninjago. Sometime later, Kai and the other Ninja enter the virtual world of the First Empire, when the legendary arcade game again and hundreds of gamers are dumped into it. Because
of his recklessness, Kai was the first to lose everything but one of his lives, and later, he and Cole sacrificed themselves in one race, allowing others to win. Jay was eventually able to help Ungami and Milton Dyer apologise, freeing Kai and others trapped in the game. Story Main article: Kai/Story
appearance Usually prefers red clothing, Kai has tall, thick brown hair shaped like a fire, similar to his hair in the film LEGO Ninjago. He is often seen with a focused expression on his face, with a scar visible on his right eyebrow and a bandage over his left that has been there for a long time, probably
because he thinks it looks cool. [1] Before season 8, his hair was a slightly darker shade of brown, his eyebrows were black, his bangs split to the right, and instead of a scar, he had a cut edge on his left eyebrow. However, he has a scar under his eye in the Lego sets released before Season 8, which is
now reflected in the sets and on the show after season 8 onwards. From season 11 onwards, his hair is more textured in color. In Ninja Road and Endings, Kai wore a white shirt and red trousers, as well as an orange apron. From the Royal Blacksmiths, Kai's civilian garment consists of a red semi-knitted
sweater over a brown shirt with a symbol on the chest and brown trousers. In season 6, he wore a red hat on his hair to hide his identity. In the pilot and the new Spinjitzu, it may be noted that Kai has kai's pectoral hair, pre-season 8, while wearing pyjamas, but in later appearances where his breasts are
visible, including the appearance of his past on his own, while time travels to the pilot's events, the hair is no longer there. In an anime scene of The Absolute Worst, Kai's eyes look brown or hazel. In Kai's Empire, Kai's avatar gives him a different look. His hair is now blonde and has red paint over his
eyes, similar to Harumi. He also has a red square font that is half hidden on his chest and wears sleeveless red giji with gold bolts, bolt-like patterns and dark red diamond patches on the chest. For more pics of Kai in his various Ninja costumes, click here. Aged like the majority of his Ninja colleagues, Kai
is currently in his late teens. [2] He is two years older than Nya. [3] Ninja is not officially of a certain age[4] as they are meant to be forever in their teenage years during the show. [5] Possible ratings: during the pilot's events and season 1, he may have been at least 15 or 16 years old. [6] [7] Since recent
events occur three to four years after the events of Season 2, it can be about 18 or 19. [8] Links Main Article: Kai (Relationships) Personality Fittingly for his elemental affinity, Kai is very vain, willing to take action before thinking things. He is able to make careful observations when necessary, but his
emotions often override his caution. His one-minded will made interaction with his teammates at first (especially because of his concern for Nya), but he eventually learned to work with the other Ninjas. Sometimes he can be very cocky, sometimes even to the point of selfishness, insisting that he is better
than others, gloating about his victory or screaming about his failures. He seems to have a big ego, as he wanted to be Green Ninja and lead the team. Later, after the glory of ninjas, Kai eventually got something bigger head and bigger ego, constantly flirting with girls and enjoying the goods shaped after
him. Likewise, he indulged in his fame, most of all ninjas. Kai also has something of an overconfident country, believing that he is in law until conclusive evidence to the contrary is presented. This is especially pronounced during the stay of Lord Garmadon of Destiny grace; Kai has repeatedly accused the
four-armed villain of betrayal or conspiracy, despite Garmadon's insistence that saving Lloyd was his main problem at the time. On the other hand, Kai's stubborn sting gives him incredible determination that allows him to suppress the spirit of the team in the face of impossible chances. In general, Kai is a
healthy, brave, confident, passionate ninja. The biggest part of Kai's personality is his good heart and dedication to the people he cares for — if anyone can win the friendship it will stop at nothing to Them. Much of his tenacity and recklessness is due to his desire to help his loved ones, either directly or by
becoming strong enough to defeat anyone who can threaten them with their plans. In turn, his friends and family worked to balance Kai's more extreme features, which led him to become a high-profile mentor to Lloyd when he and his comrades began training the Green Ninja. According to Zane, Kai's
desire to protect his friends is just as strong as his temper. Abilities and weapons is an elementary master of fire, Kai can create fire with his own hands and either throw them, use them as boxing gloves through a pyro-enhanced battle, or make a huge spread of fire in his opponent. It has also been shown
that it can withstand high temperatures and walk through the fire unscathed. It should also be able to move the fire at will. Kai favors swords in battle, like the curved silver knife against Skulkin when they attack his shop. He uses the Sword of Fire as the main weapon until it is lost, and then turns to use
ordinary catana. He eventually won a simple blade, allowing him to harness his fiery abilities to an even greater degree. Months after Lloyd defeated Loverd, Kai, along with the other three Ninjas (Cole, Jay and Zane), were given Techno Blades, a weapon that allows a ninja to hack into any electronic
devices. He also has an aeroblade (along with Cole, Jay and Zane) that can destroy ghosts. In Season 8: The Sons of Garmadon and in Season 10: Oni's March, he switches to Kai the thumping catana. To season 11: Secrets of the Forbidden Spinjitzu, Kai uses Kai's Golden Catana and in season 13:
The Master of Mount Kai uses another sword. In the tournament app, Kai has played a hero in the Tournament app. His version of the teacher can be purchased for 50,000 spikes, his jungle version can be purchased for 250,000 spikes, and his special move is Spinjitzu, many like Jay, Cole, Zane, Master
Wu, and Senseima Garden. Kai's vehicles have owned a variety of different vehicles in his Ninja history. Dragon bikes Collie Mechs boats LEGO.com descriptions Kai is a ninja fire, and although he is a hero now, he came from humble beginnings. His father was a loyal ally of Sensei Wu and the two
ended up together for many years. Wu will later hide a map showing spinjitzu's Four Guns locations in his friend's store. Kai is the last member hired for the team by Sensei Wu and the latter achieved his full potential (which happened when he saved Lloyd from the belly of an active volcano!) He may be
warm and impatient, but he is trying to control it. For the first two months of his life, his parents called him Ash. Kai once accidentally nailed a weapon called Swing... Part yo-yo, part sword. It wasn't a great success. When Kai uses his power in a vehicle, it is powered and engulfed in flames ... That's why
flying a hangglider is a bad idea. After Kai raises his eyebrows the sword of fire, but no one noticed, because he painted it with a black marker. When Kai's sister, Nya, was a baby, he used to make hammers to entertain her. When he put one on his feet, she laughed the most. [9] Pilot (2017 Gallery of the
Museum) Kai's impulsive personality, fierce temper and immense propulsion reflect the fire inside him. His strong sense of justice makes him stubborn and he'll stop at nothing if he's put his mind to it... but this is also the source of his courage. Like Nya's older brother, he's too concerned about her. While
Kai's self-esteem can be overwhelming for some people, it makes him one of the leaders and big personalities in the group. Kai is the last young ninja to join Master Wu's training. His impatience with training is significant as Lord Garmadon has abducted his sister. However, while he quickly becomes a
skillful warrior and is the first to tame his dragon, he discovers that impatience is the enemy of a great ninja ... Season 1 (2017 Museum Gallery) When the prophecy of the Green Ninja is revealed, Kai is absolutely convinced that he will be the Chosen One and defeat Lord Garmadon in the final battle. At
the end of the day, Kai has to put his ego to one side. He finds that life has a different plan for him, and there are more important things than being the best. Season 2 (2017 Museum Gallery) After the egocentric scammer, Kai becomes the ultimate team player. He humbly and proudly accepted his role as
Lloyd's mentor, helping Green Ninja find his true potential. In the end, he became a hero he always wanted to be, ready to give up his own life for the team. Season 3 (2017 Museum Gallery) Kai feels a bit like the world has passed him by. While everyone else is high-tech, he can't even use a toaster
without setting off the alarm. He feels like a machine to catch him, but over time during this adventure, he learns to find a balance between the past and the future. Season 4 (Gallery Museum 2017) Kai is competitive by nature and Master Chen plans to use this against him. Kai has always been second in
the Green Ninja, but maybe this tournament is his chance to prove how good he is. Is Kai ready to leave his team just to advance? What could force him to follow his ego... potential interest in love, perhaps? Season 5 (2017 Museum Gallery) After kai's loss, he made a solemn promise to take care of
Lloyd, just as Nya cared for him when their parents died. So when Lloyd's possessed, Kai takes it very personally! He thinks he needs to save it himself, but he really needs the whole team. They all have weaknesses, but their individual strengths come together to win the day. Season 6 (Museum Gallery
2017) Kai loves being a celebrity. He likes to be an action figure, he loves the cries of the fans, and all these crazy ninja things are kind of like getting in the way. He is not ready for the threat of Nasdaq or to face past, which jeopardises the Like the other ninjas, he's been given three wishes by Gina that
don't go for a plan. Eventually, he got stuck in The Blade of The Lady and escaped only in time to break up Nya's wedding. Season 7 (Gallery Museum 2017) Kai has long wondered what happened to his parents, who disappeared when he was a child. All he knew was that they were Elemental Masters,
which is why he was devastated when He told him that his parents had helped the hands of time pass on Wu and the Primary Alliance. Kai fears he will follow in the treacherous footsteps of his mother and father, and the search for the truth leads to an angry confrontation with his father Ray. Luckily, Kai
learns that Krux lied, and Kai (and Nya) saves Ray from the effects of Time Punch. Kai, they, Kai's fierce temper and huge engine, reflect the fire in him. His strong sense of justice makes him stubborn and he'll stop at nothing if he's put his mind to it... but this is also the source of his courage. Like Nya's
older brother, he's too concerned about her. While Kai's self-esteem can be overwhelming for some people, it makes him one of the leaders and big personalities in the group. [10] 2019 (Kai's Legacy) Did you know that Kai is the fire ninja through and through. He can be impulsive, he has a fierce temper,
and his strong sense of justice can sometimes make him stubborn. But his fire is also a source of his courage and strong faithfulness. He will stop at nothing if he has put his mind to a cause or mission. He may be very cautious with his younger sister Nya. Kai's self-esteem may seem a little overwhelming
to some people, but his friends know he has the skills to support him. They trust Him with their lives and will follow Him wherever he goes. Favorite Ninjago® Legacy Weapon Sword of Fire - one of four Golden Weapons and Kai reliable fighting companion through thick and thin. I'm quoting Crime doesn't
pay much. You can take it to the bank. 2019 Kai - Fiercely Decisive Ninja Fire! Confident, flawless, determined and brave - Kai is a strong hero among LEGO® NINJAGO® Ninja heroes. If he puts his mind to something, he won't stop until he achieves his goal. This stubborn series can sometimes get Kai
in trouble, but his strong sense of justice is always to admire. Kai and his younger sister Nya worked at his father's shop until Master Wu took them under his wing and trained them to be part of a great ninja team. With Wu Kai's leadership, he learned the art of Spinjitzu and how to take advantage of the
fire burning in it to become the Fiery-Elemental, following in the footsteps of his father, who unknown to Kai was the former Fiery Virgin Mary Element (Nya inherited the elementary mastery of her mother's water). A massive personality in the ninja team, Kai is a hugely popular character with NINJAGO
fans who love to play roles with his red-equipped found in many LEGO Ninjago construction kits. 2020 Cleta in red armor with his reliable sword, Kai is a ninja on fire and one of ninjago's team leaders of fighting comrades. He mentally leads them with a sense of justice and innate courage. Season 13 Kai
finds himself in a peculiar position when he is the chosen leader of a race of underground beings called Gecko. And Gecko is even stupider than Kai! They are at war with another underground race called Munze, which they believe stole their most valuable cultural relic, a mystical sword called the Ivory
Blade. Kai is in the middle, forced to be the voice of reason, when he must connect with peace between them and unite the two sides against their true enemy, the Skull Wizard. The appearances Maincraft version of Kai is included in the 21160 Illager Raid Happy Birthday to you! (without canon) 95.
Darkness comes 96. In breach 97. Fall 98. Ending Curiosity before Lloyd, Kai is the show's protagonist. The turning point for this was the Green Ninja, when Kai realized that his destiny was not to become the Green Ninja, but to protect him. Kai, however, is still one of six main characters and often gets
spotlights on sets more often than other characters like Cole and Nya. Kai and Nya are unknown, though it's considered Smith backstage, but it's not necessarily a canon for the show. [11] They are also called in an extraordinary gaffe!. In the series, Kai is the only ninja and protagonist who has never
defeated a protagonist alone. Lloyd defeated Lloyd's Master in The Rise of Spinjitsu the Master, Zane defeated Titan ninja again, Nya destroyed the prefect in possession, Jay used his last wish to defeat Didan in the final episode of Skybound, Cole defeated Yang through redemption on Cleaning Day,
and Wu prevented the twins from continuing their evil by losing them in the Time Vortex. Kai kept his original one-sided chapter for the longest six ninjas that lasted until Season 8: The Sons of Garmadon. With the exception of his version of The Armor, which was released as an extremely small set, his
Golden Ninja version, which was put into kit with Bricktober and its fusion armor version in Forge 70627 Dragon's, all its trimmers distinguished him with the same scarred face. However, Stone Armor's minifigure includes Kai showing an accurate head without a scar, and in the set of Dragon's Forge, Kai
has two brand new facial prints, one has a confident facial face and the other has an angry facial expression with orange glowing eyes representing him with one of the Time Blades. In addition, his version of Golden Ninja had a big, toothy smile on it. Tommy Andreassen explained that Kai's scar was
removed for the show because he seemed too hardened by the battle for history, particularly for his humble The original design of Kai's mouth was later used on a common LEGO City face. The name, Kai, means strong, winner and recovery, in three Asian cultures that correspond to his behavior in the
battles of Ninjas. Its name can also be obtained from the Japanese word Akai, which means red. In Scots, Kai's name means fire; its elemental power. In Japanese, Kai's name also means ocean, which annoates the abilities of his mother and sister water. In Hawaiian, Kai's name also means sea, a
further connection to the water abilities of his mother and sister. Kai is the fourth ninja to join the team, the last of four originals to claim his Golden Weapon, the fourth ninja to unlock his True Potential, and the third last to have a love interest. On the other hand, he was the first ninja introduced in the
series, the first to tame his dragon, and the first Ninja to perform Airjitzu. He can't skate, as seen in Ninja Roll. There seems to be a fear of Christmas-related themes, as shown in Can of Worms, when Venomari's poison makes him see things like Santa Claus, gingerbread men and elves. After the
Invitation, Kai had feelings for Skylor, which she initially used against him until she began to return them genuinely. Season 7 shows him visiting her, making it possible that they are still seeing each other at the moment. In The Green Destiny, he was by her side when she woke up after Garmadon lost her
power. They later held hands at the end of the episode, deepening their relationship. Kai and Nya's parents were the former Elementary Teacher of Fire and the previous Elementary Water Teacher; Ray and Maya. He inherited the elemental powers of his father, and Nya inherited her elementary powers
from her mother. Kai is mentioned for aquaphobia during Stiix and Stones, or there is an extreme fear of water. Then it's ironic that his sister turned out to be Elementary Master of Water. However, this seems to have caused a mismatch, as in Season 2 he was not afraid of the water when trying to reach
Ninjago City from the ocean from the Black Isle, although this may have happened out of desperation. Ironically, in Hawaiian, Kai's name means ocean or ocean water. To reflect the appearance of the film, his scar is now on the right side of his face from season 8. He thinks Lloyd is a younger brother.
Since Season 5, Kai has also become something of a target for Lloyd. This connection between the Red and Green Ninja can be traced to that of the same colors in Chinese mythology and culture. Cai's elemental symbol is the Chinese sign, which means flat or calm. Kai seems to numb the sword of fire
as if he were left-handed, but he uses all the other weapons and tools in his right hand; That could mean Kai's an ambidextro. This has been confirmed by Season 8 because Kai has used two catani this season. Kai and the other ninjas (except Nya) can use their lloyd's. That could be because Lloyd
shares his Golden Power with them. At the end of season eight, Lloyd lost his strength. However, Kai and other Ninjas keep theirs. This may mean that they have become more appeased in using their powers without Lloyd, and we don't need to rely on him anymore to use them. Kai's names were
originally Dante and Ash,[1] with Ash being the name Hageman Brothers initially suggested. [16] Another Kai-like character ends up with the name Ash, a master of smoke. Also, in the concepts, Kai had red hair and freckles. [The reference is necessary] Kai says he hates technology, but can be seen
enjoying video games and using his phone to send Chirps. He doesn't like it because he wasn't used to growing up as a kid. Maybe he's learned to adapt. It is similar to Krux, as both have to technology, and are the eldest brother/sister. While the site states that he is often one of the leaders of the group,
[17] this is not officially part of the show. He and Jay are the third and fourth ninjas to be believed to be dead (in Big Trouble, Little Ninjago). The first is Zane (in Titanic Ninja) and the second is Cole (on Departed Day). He had freckles when he was younger, as seen in the time of traitors and Pause and
Effect. However, they were not present when he was temporarily turned into a child along with the other ninjas in Children's Play. Tommy Andreassen said he didn't think Kai used hair gel to maintain his appearance. This makes sense, given that Kai and Nya come from a small, bad village that probably
does not have hair gel and his hairstyle was already shuffled before he became a ninja. However, Andreason later answered a question, saying that the brand of kai hair gel uses is called Dapper Dan. [19] Ian Hanlin, an actor from NEXO Knights, Lance Richmond, as well as the characters in Ninjago,
said Lance also used the same hair gel. Kai's physical figure before Season 8: Garmadon's sons had a rubber wig. It was not completely show-accurate, as in the show his hair is thinner and a little longer in the back. In Ronin's Shadow, Kai's hair looks exactly the same as the rubber hair that's not in the
set. It is in a lighter shade of brown. Like the other Ninja, Kai has been using the wig of his film since season 8 onwards, though it's shortened because Tommy Andreassen doesn't like the size of his hair from the film,[21] and is now a shade of reddish-brown instead of dark brown. Tommy Andreassen
answers a question about Kai's hair change with Everything you need to change the hair head is a breeze, although this does not fully explain, since the structure of his hair also changes. He and Zane are the only ninjas to have their Golden Techno Robe as a physical minifigure. While Kai had no
experience with the Staff of Elements that corrupted him, he was wise when he used the Elements against Chen's army. After Kai and Nya They were abducted by Krux, a babysitter named Mrs Grumbmiller was hired to look after them, but Kai and Nya called her Madame Revenge because she made
them go to bed early. Kai is the second ninja to only lose his powers because someone swallows them, the first being Lloyd. It restores them in Fires Maker, albeit in a weak state, and overuse of this can weaken Kai. He fully restores them to the Awakening, and kills Boreal with them. Ice fishermen call
him Fireman. Kai is the mascot of the waves Ninjago, as the pilot's mascot, season 4, season 7, legacy, and season 11. The rest of Kai's scar under his eye is missing in Season 11. Tommy Andreason pointed out that they didn't notice it until it was too late. [23] He says he will reappear in future seasons.
[24] He appeared as a Minecraft skin in the 21160 set The Illager Raid from LEGO Minecraft. This is possible because Season 12: The First Empire is focused on video game and Minecraft is a video game. The suit Kai wears in this set looks like Garmadon's sons. Kai is the only symbol that appears in all
Ninjago: Legacy Wave 3 sets. Kai is the only one outside the ninja who has the avatar in season 12: The First Empire, which doesn't have triangular markings on its avatar body. Kai can wear his dressing in the design of the film because he thinks it looks great. Kai was called Romeo twice by Jay[26] and
Hair Gel by Ultra Violet and Cole. [27] He and Jay are the only ninjas who have worn every costume in the series. Nya and Lloyd did not wear any previous costumes after joining the ninja team later; Zane does not bring slaves or to the tournament; and Cole didn't have an Avatar version of the show. It's
similar to Zuko from Avatar: The Last Airbener, because they're teenagers with dark brown hair and a scar above their eye, they can control and create fire, at least one of their parents (Maya (and Ray) and Ursa) are lost in their childhood and later discovered, and both have a younger sister (Nya and
Azula). LEGO Video® Ninjago -- Venomari Kai Story - LEGO Ninjago - Character SpotKai - LEGO Ninjago - Character SpotTour of character elementKai - LEGO Ninjago - Meet Ninja - Character SpotHands of Time Character SpotMeet Kai, Luke Cunningham, Dareth and Cole - LEGO NINJAGO -
Character VideoSons of Garmadon Character Spot with Cole, Dareth and Luke CunninghamDodels a photo in the gallery Main article: Kai/Gallery References 1999 /1999, 1999/1999 Note.
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